May 20, 2020
First of all, let us thank you again for your continued support. As our “lock-down” has been extended from weeks to months,
you’ve trusted us to choose fabric for you, you’ve been patient while we’ve filled ordered using Facetime, email and phone.
We’ve sent out many packages and you’ve worked with our bucket system and we’ve even conducted business on our
porch in the rain, sleet and snow (thank goodness for better weather now!!). We were really hoping that we would be able
to open by now and welcome you back. It has been confirmed that we’re still on
curbside service until at least June 1. Because we have a quirky business it doesn’t
fit into NYS phases easily, so our response to this is to finally vacuum the store, clean
our messes and come up with some new ideas that might intrigue you all.
Our main complaint is that we all need a haircut, so if, in desperation, we cut our hair
with our rotary cutters, don’t judge us when you see us. And let’s not even talk about
the Quarantine 15!! Yes, this is difficult, frustrating and stressful, but with the many
ways that you have supported us, you have made it easier for us.

Mystery Quilt

Part II

We’ve now decided that since we started this quarantine with a Mystery Quilt, that we’d, hopefully, end it with one also!!!
Those who participated in the first one have been asking for another, so here are the details…
Size of the quilt is 72 x 85
This is a three part Mystery quilt.
Cost is $90 [This gets you a fully precut quilt, ready to sit down and start stitching (backing not included) + shipping. There
will only be 1 shipment].

Again, you’ll need to give us 3 pieces of info ◊ Light or dark background
◊ Colors you want to work with: earth tones, blues, patriotic, spring colors, etc
◊ Fabrics you want to work with –batik, Christmas, repro, etc
This pattern is another of Deb Heatherly designs, so it will require 1 ruler (Strippy Stars), with
another being optional (Turbo 4-Patch). We are including in this email the videos that we
did explaining how to use the rulers.

VIDEO:

Strippy Stars Ruler

We will be taking orders for the Mystery Quilt from
now until June 1.

Teri & Marty

VIDEO:

Turbo 4-Patch Ruler
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